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The real question lies in what we are capable ofâ€¦.Fletcher Connolly has long since given up on the

idea that things canâ€™t get much worse. After the settlement of his debt to Goldman Sachs, Fletch

has to face the fact that, regardless of their last misadventure, his uncle Finian had one thing right.

The only way to get ahead in life is go for the gut.But when a simple, one-time heist of a priceless

A-tech artefact -- The Gizmo of Rejuvenation -- goes lethally wrong, Fletch realizes just what it takes

to play in this dangerous game. Caught in between local law enforcement and a rapacious,

unethical saleswoman with her own secrets to protect, Fletch and his friends find themselves on a

ride-or-die race across one of the galaxy's most luxurious moons. With options running dangerously

low and risk climbing just as quickly, Fletch is forced to realize that he may just have to sacrifice his

most basic principle if they are going to survive.Can Fletch and his friends find a way to outsmart all

their enemies and claim their prize? Or will Fletcher Connollyâ€™s latest attempt to gain a

comfortable, reputable lifestyle land them in a hole they canâ€™t crawl out of?Volume 4 of the

Interstellar Railroad series, Supermassive Blackguard, will be available on September 15th!
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I have really been enjoying this series and this 3 book was the best yet. All my favorite characters,

and even a hated one, came back and made me worry, jump, and laugh out loud on a crowded bus

(embarrassing!!!). There are also new characters of course, and what characters they are. There is

a lot of originality in Felix's imagined people. There are some serious nut cases, and it was a lot of

fun meeting them. Even the villainous ones are lovable.The caper Fletch and crew are attempting in

this one is wild, and I really was cheering for them the whole time. I really got into the new settings

(planets, ships, etc.) and again found a lot of originality and that kept me super engaged. Felix

knocked me out of the ring with this one. Is there going to be another? Fingers toes and Lightsaber

crossed!

The descriptive writing is getting better and more beautiful (for lack of a better word). Though there

could be more of it to help paint the picture. The characters are enjoyable but could use more

backstory and depth to people like Imogen who we only have glimpses of the past she and Fletch

share..

I can't tell you how good this series of books have been. There isn't enough space for it. Let's just

leave it at Hilarious.Poor Fletcher, nothing goes the way he plans, ever. But the journey is great.You

should come along for the ride, starting with the first book, of course. I guarantee you'll be laughing

out loud, just like I was.Mr. Savage has a Hell of an imagination. And this series shows it off nicely.I

received an ARC in exchange for an honest review. And I bought my own copy, it's that good!

Just finished these three admittedly short novels, and I was very impressed with the character

development and pacing of these exciting stories.Spoiler alert...these do contain cliff-hanger

endings. Therefore I am anxious for the 4th episode, which thankfully comes out on 8 september,

2016, if I heard correctly (The Reluctant Adventures of Fletcher Connolly on the Interstellar Railroad

Vol. 4: Supermassive Blackguard)

I love this series and can tell Felix is having fun writing it. Poor Fletcher Connolly is like a trouble

magnet because everywhere he goes or every idea he comes up with almost gets him and his

friends ( well if you want to call them that. He does not trust any of them.) killed and in this book

things went wrong when another group was stealing something the same time he was and jumped

into the same getaway ride and his crazy uncle was after that group and from there things went



downhill very fast .Sorry I don't like to tell too much because I get into it and then you wouldn't have

to buy the book and this is one series that I would love to see keep going . It just shows a different

side of Mr. Savage that is in a relaxed and just going with it style of writing and you can tell he's

having fun doing it. Give the series a try and I think you will like it very much . Like I said before it's

one of those ones you can just kick back and just enjoy and not worry a lot about who did this or

who did that to who . It's just plain old good fun in a new style way. Nice work Mr. Savage. I always

ask my daughter what is so funny that she has to laugh out loud when she is reading something and

it happens a lot. Well I finally found a series that make me do it too.

All are broke and now working menial jobs to make ends meet. Not satisfied with this as a longterm

employment goal, Fletcher, Imogen, Sam and Harriet are planning a heist of a piece of priceless

A-Tech during King Zuckerberg's (yes, that Zuckerberg) trainspotting party. With the aid of the

kleptomaniac treecats .Of course, nothing goes to plan and they soon find themselves embroiled in

a dangerous situation, uncover some very unsavoury goings-on and once more, they're placed in a

perilous position with few useful alternatives open to them. Dying is never a good

option.Fast-paced, filled with tension and twists, this was yet another great story. It's also sprinkled

with some great humour. And what an ending!Off to reading Vol. 4: Supermassive Blackguard, I

have to see how they extricate themselves from their current bizarre predicament.Highly

recommended.

Fletcher is back for another adventure on the Interstellar Railway. This time it looks like he's on to a

winner. He gets his hands on the priceless gizmo and it looks like he's going to pay off his debts,

buy the planet that he's always wanted, retire and live the life of Riley. Unfortunately this is Fletch

we're talking about and nothing ever goes the way he planned.On his usual hilarious path to

insolvency, he crosses his pirate uncle Finian, now employed as a very bent cop. The story ends on

a cliff hanger. Will Fletch come right after all? I can't wait to find out!I've really enjoyed the other

books in this series and with this installment Felix again lifts his game. If you haven't read any of this

series yet, then I recommend starting at book one. If you're a fan like me then I can't understand

why you haven't already read it!

Actual Rating: 4.5I received an advanced e-book copy for an honest review. This third book in the

series was as full of fun, science fiction, future technology (both alien and human), and con men

(and women) as the previous books. BUT, this one leaves you in the lurch, like the old movie serial,



The Perils of Pauline. Love the way Mr. Savage writes, the concepts he uses, and the sheer joy in

almost every page's dialogue and plot line. But this book is too short and sweet. Almost any other

writer would have been dinged down two or more stars. Mr. Savage gets dinged only 1/2 star. If you

start with book 1, you'll see why he's worth the minor ding.
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